Neighborhood competition models of co-occurring
invasive and native species
What are we doing?
➢ Invasive species can co-occur with native species, with
varying effects on the community of native species.
Invasive species may outcompete native species or
have a facilitative (positive) effect (Leger and Espeland,
2010).
➢ We visualize the effect of trees on each other within
specific communities
➢ Our goal is to quantify the effects of nattive and
non-native species on each other.
How are we doing it?
➢ Being long-lived and stationary, tree species allow for
repeat-censuses of stem diameter (DBH), and can be
used to examine the growth of trees in relation to the
invasive or native status of neighbors.
➢ We utilize the forestecology package in the R
Programming Environment (Allen and Kim, 2020) The
forestecology package applies a spatially-explicit,
statistical approach to analyzing interspecific
neighborhood competition.
➢ We applied these methods to tree census data from the
Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute.
What are we hoping to achieve?
➢ We will produce a visual and digestible model to
interpret the effects of trees co-occuring with each other
What do we think we will find?
➢ We expect to find varying relationships, but invasive
species will most likely have more negative effects on
native species than vice versa.
Why is this important?
➢ Models that examine the pairwise relationships are
challenging to construct for an entire community.
Neighborhood competition models have the potential to
address this challenge.
➢ Utilizing neighborhood competition models to quantify
the range of effects that invasive species have on native
species can help tailor ecological management
strategies for specific forest communities.
➢ Our study expands our abilities in measuring the effects
of the invasion of specific and unique forests to prioritize
conservation resources effectively.
What did we find, and what are our next steps?
➢ Almost all groups affected each other negatively, unlike
we first thought. Almost all trees are competing!
➢ Invasives have less of a negative effect on natives than
natives on natives, which is extremely opposite from
what we thought.
➢ The census used was a portion of the entire census site,
so we can include everything to have a larger sample
size in the future.
➢ We can also test if specific species have overwhelming
effects on each other at the same time as testing if their
native/invasive status has an effect
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The SCBI Forest Plot (Front Royal, VA)
It is a 640x400m plot located in
Front Royal, VA. It has been
surveyed since 1990. There are
many individual sites in the
forest, such as a 4ha fenced in
one (to exclude white-tailed
deer) and three 1ha
Smithsonian Monitoring and
Assessment Biodiversity
Program sites. We utilize a 9ha
section of the 25.6ha large
forest dynamics plot.
Photo credit: Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute

STEP 1: Computing the growth
based on two censuses

These dots are trees!
This is a random
sample of only 500
trees from the census.

This is the change
in DBH measured
of each tree

Figure 1. Posterior distribution model of invasive and native
species of trees in the Smithsonian Conservation Biology Institute
forest plot. Negative peak values indicate a negative impact on
growth and positive values indicate a positive impact on growth.
Top left is the effect of native species on other native species
(negative), bottom left is invasive species on natives (neutral), top
right is natives on invasives (negative), and bottom right is
invasives on natives (negative). Almost all groups affected each
other’s growth negatively unlike our expectations, so we will have
to test if specific species have overwhelming effects.

STEP 2: Adding spatial information by
determining the buffer region and
cross-validating blocks

STEP 3: Filter out buffered and NA
growth trees to display only the focal
region and competitor trees

Figure 2. The location of the large forest dynamics plot in Front
Royal, VA, USA from the Smithsonian Conservation Biology
Institute census collection sites, shown by the orange tree logo.
There are about 72,000 trees in the 9ha section utilized.
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